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Charming luxury 
  

Italian chic and Parisian haute couture combine at the iconic 5 star hotel Castille Paris. Standing alongside the 

legendary Chanel Maison, in the heart of the 1st Arrondissement, this romantic hotel is so Paris. Every detail has been 

lovingly restored to exude the opulence of its 18th century glory days, yet still retain a charm that you rarely find in a 

central Paris luxury hotel. 

 

 
  

 

  Location 
  33-37 Rue Cambon - Paris 75001 France 
 

  Scan the QR code to view the interactive map 

  Or visit: www.castille.com/en/location.html 

 

 
  

From the train station - Travel time 10/20 minutes 

From the Gare du Nord: 10 minutes by taxi or 20 minutes by Metro: Line 4 to Chatelet (direction Porte d'Orleans), 

then connection to line 1 (direction La Defense), exit at Concorde. 

From the Gare de Lyon: 10 minutes by taxi or 10 minutes by Metro: line 14 (direction St Lazare) exit at Madeleine.  

 

From the highway 

From the A1 (North), coming from CDG airport and Brussels, drive to "Paris- Porte de la Chapelle" then to the 

"Peripherique Ouest". Exit at Porte Maillot. Follow directions to Concorde Place through avenue de la Grande Armée 

and the Champs Elysées. Then turn in the direction of Boulevard des Capucines through Madeleine Place. Turn right in 

rue Cambon. 

From the A6 (South), coming from Orly airport take the A6A to Porte d'Orléans, then to "Péripherique Ouest".  Exit at 

Porte Maillot. Follow directions to Concorde Place through avenue de la Grande Armée and the Champs Elysées. 

Then turn in the direction of Boulevard des Capucines through Madeleine Place. Turn right in rue Cambon. 

From the A4 (Est), coming from Disneyland, enter into "Paris Centre". Drive to Concorde place through the Rivoli 

Street. Then take go towards Boulevard des Capucines through Madeleine Place. Turn right in rue Cambon.  
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Rooms & Suites  

  

Our 108 rooms and suites sit within two luxurious wings, creating a boutique hotel that reflects the Paris of past and 

present. In the Opera wing you’ll find contemporary elegance and panoramic rooftop views, while the Rivoli wing is 

fashioned in striking monochrome to wrap you in classic French 1930s style. 

 

Restaurant & Bar   

 

At the Castille you’ll find a restaurant and bar that combine the style of Paris with Italian warmth and spirit. 

L’Assaggio offers an exquisite menu full of the finest Mediterranean flavours, topped off with a Florentine courtyard 

for al fresco dining. 

Then there’s the bar, perfect for light meals and any drink you can think of, day or night. Finally, the Salon de Thé is a 

wonderful spot to while away the afternoon over a fine tea. 

 

Meetings & Events   

 

You’ve found the perfect Paris hotel for your meeting or special event. Our combination of exclusive central Paris 

location, renowned Italian hosting and an exceptional personalized service from our Events Manager will make 

planning and delivering your event a pleasure. With two distinguished meeting rooms for up to 50 people and our 

Florence-inspired L’Assaggio restaurant, catering for up to 130 guests, our hotel provides an elegant backdrop for 

meetings, conferences, weddings or private dining in Paris.  

 

Services 
  

At the Castille Paris we’re delighted to offer you a comprehensive range of hotel services, chosen with care to enhance 

your visit and ensure your stay with us is stress-free. You’ll find everything you’d expect from a 5 star hotel in Paris 

including 24h room service, free Wi-Fi throughout the hotel and an excellent concierge service. 

Our hotel gym fitness center is located on the first floor, and also provides pocket-sized jogging maps to guide you 

through the nearby Tuileries Gardens and along the Seine. 
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